We consider two-dimensional, compact immersed surfaces in R n moving by the gradient of the L 2 integral of their curvature. It is not known whether solutions to this fourth-order, geometric evolution equation may develop singularities in finite time. We give a lower bound on the lifespan of a smooth solution, which depends only on how much the curvature of the initial surface is concentrated in space.
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Introduction.
The Willmore energy of a closed, immersed surface / : E -> W 1 with induced area measure d^i is given by ( 
1.1)
W{f) = f\A Q \ 2 d^ s where ^4° = A -\g®H is the tracefree part of the second fundamental form A. In his paper [14] Willmore used the L 2 integral of the mean curvature, which however differs from (1.1) only by a constant. Namely, the Gaufi equations and Gaufi-Bonnet imply (1.2) WU) = \f \A\ 2 dfi -27rx(S) = ^ J \H\ 2 df* -47rx(S).
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The aim of this paper is to initiate a study of the L 2 gradient flow for (1.1), i.e., the geometric evolution equation
(1.3) d t f = -(AH + Q(A 0 )H) = -W(/);
here the Laplacian of the normal bundle along / is used and Q(A 0 ) is quadratic in 74°, see (2.4) . The following local existence result is standard. It is not known whether there can develop singularities under the Willmore flow in finite time. As our main result, we obtain here a lower bound on the lifespan which depends only on the concentration of curvature for the initial surface: [ \A\ 2 dn <cs for : t < -Q 4 .
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In the statement of the theorem the integrals should be interpreted as integrals over the preimage of BQ(X) under fo and /, respectively. Let Q(t) > 0 be the biggest radius such that (1.4) holds at time t > 0 with e = SQ-Assuming that the flow becomes singular at T < oo, it follows that g(t) < «v/c(T -*) an d hence at least a quantum SQ > 0 of the curvature concentrates in space.
The direct method of minimizing the Willmore energy among surfaces of fixed genus p was carried out by Simon [10] . For p -0 and n = 3 the critical points are all known and form an infinite sequence as shown by Bryant [1] , but of course only the round spheres, i.e., A 0 = 0, are minimizing. Simon's work proves existence of a minimizer for any p > 1, where for p > 2 one needs an additional argument due to Kusner [4] . For an overview on Willmore surfaces we refer to Chapter 7 in [13] .
Geometric evolution equations of fourth order have been considered only relatively recently. For the Willmore flow Simonett shows long term existence for initial data which are close in C 2 ' a to a sphere; furthermore the solution gets spherical as t -> oo [11] . The proof uses arguments from center manifolds and follows previous work of Escher, Mayer and Simonett on the flow dtf = -AH called surface diffusion [2] .
Methods somewhat closer to ours are used by Polden in [8, 9] to prove long term existence and sub convergence up to translations for planar curves moving by the gradient of the functional E x (c)= [{x 2 + \ 2 )ds (A>0).
In a forthcoming joint paper the authors have extended the results of Polden to space curves, treating also the case A = 0 with or without a length constraint [5] . For surfaces the squared curvature integral is scale invariant and in fact invariant under the full Mobius group of W 1 . This suggests comparing the Willmore flow to the heat flow for harmonic maps from M 2 or S 2 into a Riemannian manifold, as considered for example by Struwe [12] . To a certain extent the concentration-compactness alternative proved in Theorem 1.2 affirms the analogy. Note however that there are also some differences between the Willmore flow and the harmonic map heat flow, besides the fact that the first is a fourth order equation so that tools related to the maximum principle are not available. Namely, equation (1.3) is not strictly parabolic and we are forced to pass to the evolution equation of the curvature. Furthermore, our operator is only quasilinear rather than semilinear; geometrically this means that the intrinsic geometry changes and possibly gets bad under the evolution. In the case of surfaces it becomes crucial to use only inequalities with universal constants, most importantly the Sobolev inequality of Michael and Simon [7] and interpolation inequalities as in [3] . Finally, in our case the scaling and localization is in the target of the map rather than in the domain. The last fact is a major difficulty if one tries to replace (1.4) by a local assumption.
Evolution of the curvature.
Here we derive equations for the evolution of the curvature and its derivatives, after collecting some general formulae holding for any immersion / : E -»> M n . We have tried to arrange the statements in a way which facilitates possible future applications to related problems.
The basic geometric data associated to / are on the one hand the in- 11 the following {ei, 62} always is a (locally defined) gorthonormal basis on E and summation over repeated indices is used. When computing tensor identities we freely use vector fields with first derivative vanishing at a given point. The quantities defined above are related by the equations of Mainardi-Codazzi, Gaufi and Ricci: 
Upon differentiating the identity {(j),D ei f) -0 one gets
We shall need to interchange the derivatives of multilinear forms on E having normal values along /. If </>, ip are forms of this type, we denote by </> * ip any normal-valued, multilinear form depending on 0 and -0 in a universal, bilinear way. In particular we have the properties
Using (2.2) and (2.3) we deduce
For this paper the precise algebraic nature of the nonlinearities in the evolution of curvature will be irrelevant, so that the ^notation suffices. However we will state some equations more precisely for future reference.
Lemma 2.1. For any l-linear, normal form (j) we have
Proof. We compute using adapted vector fields 
The claim follows from (2.8). □
We shall need two special cases of (2.9). First if we take <f) = A, then we have T = 0 due to (2.1) and obtain (a rough version of) Simons' identity In the following lemma we collect without proof the variational formulae for various geometric objects. (2.14)
<f)), where d t = P dt and <fi is normal along /; (2.15) (d t g)(X,Y) = -2(A(X,Y),V);
The following Lemma will be needed for computing the evolution of derivatives of the curvature.
Lemma 2.3. Let (j) be an (I -I)-form with normal values along a variation
Proof Let Xi,.. . , Xi be independent of /: and such that VX k = 0 at a given point and a given time. We then have
In the first term we use (2.14) to obtain
By ( 
for any m E NQ .
Proof. We proceed by induction on ra, starting with m -0. Using (2.11) we have
Therefore (2.18) yields
where (2.10) was used in the last step. Now let m > 1 and conclude from (2.20) using induction
Inserting W(/) = AH + A* A* A yields the result. D
Energy type inequalities.
In this section we convert the evolution equations obtained in Proposition 2.4 into energy type inequalities. We start with the following general identity. = f {P? +2 {A) + P^iA)) * ^ dp.
s By (3.9) we next have
The second term, on the right is estimated by Young's inequality:
For the first term we observe, using an adapted frame, summation over 2, j and (2.7) 
Control by concentration of curvature.
H6re we prove local estimates for the Willmore flow subject to the condition that the curvature remains small locally in L 2 . In particular we obtain the lower bound on the lifespan depending on the initial concentration stated in the introduction.
We shall need the following Sobolev inequality due to Michael and Simon.
•Note that the immersed case of (4.1) follows trivially from the embedded , [7>0] where c depends on n and ||V7|| i/0 ci(£)- Since / \A\ 2 dp < eo by (4.12), absorbing yields
11 \A\ 11 MY ^ + 111V 2^| Vd/z < c ||AHi^oj | HVd/* s s
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, it suffices to prove that where £0 is sraaZZ enough depending on the constants in (3.7), then 
(m,r) (l+ / |V m Ao| 2^o ) =c(m,r,ao(m)).
[
>0]
Prom this and (4.9) we deduce (2)).
Finally, using We are ready to prove our main theorem. Likewise, (2.17) yields for the derivative of the Levi-Civita connection, i.e., the Christoffel symbols
Again by (4.23) (4.25) llV^ftVJII^cfamJo).
Lemma 14.2 in [3] shows that the metrics #(£), 0 < t < T are equivalent. We now take a local chart tj) : U -> S such that Hence by induction I^TI < c^m^^OdV-Tl + IV" 1 -1^ + |T|).
We apply this to T = dt F. Using induction and (4.25) we get Prom (2.7), we obtain for k + I = m + 1 that
1 A and d^f for 0 < i < j -1 < k -1 < m are bounded by induction hypothesis, and the first part of (4.27) is proved. By the Gaufi-Weingarten equations, we see that Here we assume for all results except Theorem 5.6 that E is a d-dimensional Riemarmian manifold and that 7 G C}(E) satisfies (5.1) 0 < 7 < 1, IV7I < A.
Our aim is to prove localized versions of the inequalities from §12 in [3] . We start with the following lemma based on partial integration. Since b? < bi-i bi+i by Holder, we obtain (a* + 6z) 2 < c (ai_i + &i-i)(ai + i + 6i + i) (1 < i < k -1). Proof. The argument follows [6] . We may assume that u is nonnegative and that 
